FACULTY OF FINE ARTS

48 Moika Emb., Bld. 6
191186 St. Petersburg, Russia
Tel./fax +7-812-314 -4984
E-mail: art@herzen.spb.ru

Dean: Vladimir Arsentievich Kuzmichev, Honored Artist of Russia, Professor, Ph.D. (Arts).
Tel./fax +7-812-314 -4984
E-mail: art@herzen.spb.ru

DEPARTMENTS:
The department of painting. The Head – Honored Artist of Russia, Ph.D.in Arts, professor Vladimir Arsentievich Kuzmichev. Most teachers are members of the Union of Artists of Russia. In the Department all undergraduate students of education program Education in the field of fine and decorative arts teaches academic painting. Also the master's program Painting is realizing here.

The department of graphics.
Head – Honored Artist of Russia, Nikolai Rerich Prize laureate, Ph.D.in Arts, professor Valery Aleksandrovich Lednev. Most teachers are members of the Union of Artists of Russia. In the Department all undergraduate students of education program Education in the field of fine and decorative arts learn academic drawing and printed graphics.

The master's program Graphics is realized in the department with studying of disciplines: Artistic Graphics, Composition of easel graphics,
Lithography, Color print, etc.
The master's program Sculpture has especial equipment and workshop.
The department is open to postgraduate specialty 13.00.02 Theory and Methods of training and education (Fine arts and Decorative arts, the levels of general and professional education)

The Department of decorative arts.
Head – Honored Artist of Russia, Doctor of Arts, professor Olga Leonidovna Nekrasova-Karateeva.
Students are taught in the module Decorative Arts and crafts of profile Education in the field of fine and decorative arts.
In the educational workshops students learn many kinds of arts and crafts. Such as ceramics, painting on fabric, batic, wood painting, textile collage, decorative composition.
The profile Additional education. Design and Computer Graphics is supported by computer labs.
The master's programs Decorative Arts and Design and Computer Graphics are also prepared here.

The Department of art education and museum education.
Head – Doctor of Cultural Studies, Professor Ella Vasilievna Makhrova.
The department realize programs for master's degree Museum Education and Art education, Management in the arts and arts education in which up-graduates are study the disciplines Art materials and techniques in the system of art education, Space-plastic arts (workshop), The research activities of a teacher of fine arts, Teaching technology in art education, etc.
The department has the postgraduate specialties: 14.00.07 - Fine and Decorative arts and Architecture, and 17.00.09 - Theory and History of Art.
The Faculty trains **undergraduate students** in the following areas:

**Bachelor Degree Programs**

Education in the field of fine and decorative art

Additional education. Design and Computer Graphics

The Faculty trains **graduate students** in the following areas:

- Painting
- Graphics
- Sulpture
- Decorative Arts
- Design and Computer Graphics
- Museum Education
- Art Education
- Management in the arts and art education

The Faculty offers the following **programs for foreign students**:

- **Basic course of Drawing** - 144 h.
- Workshop **Painting** – 36 h.
- Workshop **Basic course of Painting** – 36 h.
- Workshop **Plener** – 36 h.
- **Ceramics. Shaping and decoration of items** – 36 h.
- **Batik** – 36 h.
- **Weaving** – 36 h.
- **Decoupage. Decoration of items** – 36 h.

**International partners**

Sichuan University (China).

Areas of cooperation: the training of graduate and postgraduate students,
exchange of exhibitions, lectures and master classes.

**International projects**

China. Department of Culture of the City Hall of Qingdao, Qingdao Publishing House. The edition of albums of the works of artists - teachers of the Faculty of Fine Arts. (V.A.Kumzichev, S.V.Pen, M.B.Lavrenko, V.A.Litvinov). Coordinator - Professor Vladimir Arsentievich Kuzmichev phone 314-49-84 (fax), e-mail: [art@herzen.spb.ru](mailto:art@herzen.spb.ru)